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Background
The Community Council for Somerset (CCS) was approached to look at how the gap in provision
for black and minority ethnic (BME) communities in Somerset could be overcome. The closure of
the Somerset Racial Equality Council (SREC) in 2013 has had lasting impacts in the County, one
of the many reasons for the gap in provision. Funding has been provided by Somerset County
Council, Sedgemoor District Council, South Somerset District Council and the Police Crime
Commissioners Community Fund enabling CCS to employ a BME Community Engagement
Worker since June 2017. The initial aims were to:









Investigate which BME community groups are active in Somerset and ascertain what their
support needs are.
Support at least 3 community events, identified and led by the communities themselves.
Facilitate a small grants scheme for BME community groups.
Produce films to give voice through media. Create an archive of images, reflective of the
diverse communities in Somerset.
Provide evidence that further support for BME communities is needed, as currently the
evidence is largely anecdotal. This information will be shared countywide and made accessible
to any group wishing to evidence a funding application to support BME communities in
Somerset.
Help build unified, resilient and safe communities for all residents of Somerset.
Help create a more empowered, visible and vocal BME community within Somerset.

Activities Undertaken

Making contact with BME communities
Starting a new conversation with BME
communities in Somerset was a vital part of the
Somerset Diverse Communities project. During
the 7 month process of trying to make contact
with BME community groups in Somerset, over
90 community representatives/groups/agencies
were contacted with varying interactions either
through meetings, email or phone. The BME
Community Engagement Worker received an
overwhelmingly positive response to initial
contact.

“I’m really happy somebody
has contacted me! It has
been a long time since there
has been something like
this and it’s really
important. We need to work
towards bringing together
all the separate groups in
the area.” - Iwona

There have been 73 individual meetings around the County with people who are actively involved
with, who are supporting, or who are part of the BME communities. Due to the population
dispersion in Somerset, the majority of these meetings have occurred in Taunton, Bridgwater and
Yeovil. However, groups in all 5 districts have been involved.
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In addition to the contact made with individuals, awareness of the project and its aims has been
raised both in BME communities and the wider community. This has been achieved by attending
key forums in the County, setting-up social media channels and working with local countywide
media such as BBC Radio Somerset and the Manny Masih Asian news radio show with an
average listener base of 15,000 people.

Mapping groups
Mapping groups was a conversational and collaborative process. We mapped groups who are
formed by, working with or supporting BME communities in Somerset. The information from this is
collated in ‘BME Community Groups in Somerset’ (Appendix 1). The definition of ‘Group’ includes
informal groups, charities and social enterprises, public bodies and businesses or the meeting of
more than 2 people with a common purpose. The list will be continually updated in collaboration
with BME communities and will be shared countywide to create a central resource accessible to
communities and potential support groups.
There are 39 groups included in the list ‘BME Community Groups in Somerset’. The list provides
general information about the group including location and contact details. In line with the Data
Protection Act, all contact details and images provided in this report have supplied relevant
consent. Group-specific feedback about issues affecting the group/their members and any
support needs has been documented separately and provides the basis for these ‘Initial Findings’.
Of the 39 groups included in the list, 49% are formed of predominantly BME communities and 51%
are working with or supporting BME communities. 74% of the groups are informal community
groups or charities which shows provision for BME communities appears to be largely reliant on
the communities themselves and local charities. Registered faith groups also provide a significant
level of support, comprising 15% of the groups.
It is important to recognise the limitations of the contact made within the short timeframe of the
project and the mapping evidence. The groups and community members involved were those
perhaps more prominent, active and accessible within the BME communities in Somerset and may
therefore naturally be more integrated, confident and self-fulfilled. Although the response from
communities was generally positive in regards to their experiences of living in Somerset, the need
for further work in this area is necessary to give a more balanced and deeper insight. This would
enable further contact with and engagement with some of the harder to reach BME
communities/community members. This mapping exercise was designed to gain awareness of
existing groups and gather an overview of their activities and needs.

Events
We supported 4 events with varying levels of involvement. The aims of 3 of the events were very
similar; to bring people together to share culture in a safe environment, build relationships, and
raise the visibility of BME communities in Somerset. The remaining event also shared the same
ethos but focused less on visibility and more on building confidence. Approximately 530 people
benefited from the 4 events supported with around 55% of the people involved/attending being of
BME heritage.
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Events organised and/or supported

Eid Celebration
An Eid celebration in Taunton predominantly for Syrian refugees in Somerset. The celebration was
led by a volunteer of Palestinian heritage, with the organisation of the event heavily supported by
the BME Community Engagement Worker. Funding for the event was predominantly provided by
Somerset Diverse Communities. The celebration consisted of a communal meal, games and
interactive storytelling. Approximately 60 people attended the event, most of whom were Syrian
refugees resettled in Somerset, plus several other Muslim families and local volunteers. The
feedback was extremely positive and there were immediate calls to get together again. The
response to the event spurred the volunteer coordinator to apply for funding for the first time,
funding a day trip for over 30 people which was also a great success. The day trip then inspired
yet more plans, gaining confidence to open the activities to others. The event was very much a
catalyst for building confidence and inspiring plans to meet-up and meet others.
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Taunton Together
A multicultural event to share and celebrate the different
cultures in and around Taunton. This was the first ‘Taunton
Together’, the idea for which was driven by a local Police
Officer of Polish heritage along with considerable input by
our BME Community Engagement Worker, to enable it to
happen. The basis was ‘bring and share’ with local
communities contributing to the event held in the centre of
Taunton. Somerset Diverse Communities provided around
50% of the funding for the event. There were approximately
120 people at the event with around 50% of the
participants/attendees being of BME heritage. Feedback
was very positive, from non-BME attendees enthused by
experiencing cultural activities for the first time and BME
attendees happy to have the first event in a long time. ITV
West Country also ran a short news piece and
accompanying online article about the event. As a result of this event, plans for another event
were immediately started by the key community members involved with hopes to not only expand
it but choose a prominent venue in the town centre to be more visible and focus on integration.

Attendees said: “We had a brilliant
time! Such a lovely community
event!” Sarah Leppard
“Thank you so much. We loved this
event this afternoon”. Rachel
Haddell
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Multicultural Frome
A multicultural event in Frome to showcase and bring together people of different cultures in the
town. This was funded and largely organised before Somerset Diverse Communities commenced.
Therefore, some low-level support was provided through promotion of the event and on-the-day
filming to support future funding opportunities and events. Approximately 250 people attended the
event from over 25 different cultures, a great achievement for a first event in a small town.
Anecdotal feedback highlighted how the event enabled people of the same heritage and culture
who had never known about each other to meet for the first time. The positive feedback has led to
a post-event meet-up to plan future activities and harness the momentum gained by the event.
The media provided Somerset Diverse Communities has been used to support a funding
application for future activities.
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Bridgwater Together
A multicultural event in Bridgwater to bring together and
celebrate different cultures in the town. This was an
existing event and the third annual event. The additional
funding (about 30% of the total) and support from
Somerset Diverse Communities enabled the event to
expand its programme, running several evening events in
the week after Bridgwater Together and involving new
people and cultures. Approximately 100 people attended
the Bridgwater Together with around 50% of the
participants being of BME heritage. The subsequent
evening events were well attended and enabled the scope
of the event to expand beyond a family-focussed day
event, including a debate, art exhibition and film night.
Feedback was very positive and the event gained good
local media coverage.
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Positive media
There was recognition that organisations in Somerset were struggling to find positive media in
regards to BME communities. The project aimed to tackle this whilst giving voice to individuals and
communities through the production of 10 films and 40 high quality images. 51 high quality photos
were produced, more than anticipated, creating a varied archive of positive images and will be
available to groups throughout Somerset. Images can be viewed and downloaded for free via this
link: http://somersetrcc.org.uk/download-our-photos/
The following films were produced:




The importance of community events
Two extended personal stories and opinions
Seven short personal stories and opinions
The films can be watched and downloaded for free via this link:
http://somersetrcc.org.uk/somerset-diverse-communities-report-video-files/

Some additional positive media coverage (locally and countywide) has also been generated by the
community events.
The media produced now provides a useful and positive archive of images and stories available to
the communities themselves and groups wishing to support them.

Grants fund
The grants fund was designed to be accessible and flexible, particularly in regards to reducing
bureaucracy and bureaucratic language. It aimed to provide support funds without a prohibitive
application process. Funds of up to £500 per application were available to any group who is
formed by, works with or supports BME communities in Somerset and works on a not-for-profit
basis.
The accessibility of the application process resulted in over 50% of successful applications coming
from informal community groups, the majority of whom had never applied for funding before. The
BME Community Engagement Worker was able to raise awareness, support individuals to develop
ideas, and build confidence in applying for funding. There were 8 successful applications which
supported approximately 435 people, approximately 90% of whom were of BME heritage. The
remaining 10% who benefited were volunteers and those supporting the groups. The grants
scheme was very successful and enabled a wide range of activities to take place across
Somerset.
The grants fund provided and supported the following;
Materials and venue hire costs for an informal community group to provide cultural exchange
workshops. This enabled the delivery of education about Punjabi culture, dance, food and Sikhism
to people in rural areas in Somerset where cultural education is otherwise limited. Many more
people will benefit from the materials purchased as they will be used for future community events
and activities.
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A multicultural meet-up,
the idea for which
originated from the
Multicultural Frome
event. The meet-up
enabled plans to be
made for future cultural
events/activities and
helped strengthen the
concept of a
multicultural group in
Frome.
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Running costs for an
informal Muslim faith
group enabling the
continuation of prayer
meetings, bringing
together local Muslim
men to socialise,
share culture and
practice their religion
in a safe space.

A social excursion for Syrian refugees and
volunteers to socialise and build confidence
out and about in their local area. The success
of the day trip has led them to make future
plans and, with the facilitation of the BME
Community Engagement Worker, to seek
other sources of support and funding for the
first time.

“There was a very happy
atmosphere throughout the
afternoon and the families
seemed so much 'at home' and
together in that place - which
made it a significant milestone
on their way to resettlement” –
Chris (Taunton Volunteer
Coordinator)

A voice through media
project involving
predominantly Polish
and Central Europeans
to produce creative
BME-focused media.
The film explores
being Polish and
‘Polishness’ both in
Poland and the UK.
The funding has
enabled the project to
begin producing media again and plans for an event later in the year in Bridgwater to showcase
the work that has consequently evolved.
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A Christmas meal for a Polish faith group to bring together a
religious minority within the Polish community and help support
vulnerable group members. Meetings such as this enable a
sense of togetherness for a religious minority who may find it
hard to participate in other Polish faith-based
activities/churches.

A Malayali cultural Christmas
event to celebrate the culture and
achievements of the group – an
awards ceremony recognised the
successes of individual group
members, building a sense of
pride in their cultural activities.
The event was also the
inauguration of the Malayali
language sessions for young
people, helping to preserve the
native language of the Malayali
people based in Taunton.

Repair costs for vandalism to a Mosque which was left without secure
or locking doors after an attack. The funding helped secure a safe
place for religious and community activities.
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The grants fund has provided much needed support for ongoing activities, new activities which
would otherwise not have happened and, for some of the informal groups, given them their first
experience of how to apply for funding. Many of the funded activities have inspired plans for the
future and the development of the group.

Themes Identified
During informal conversations with groups, they were asked about any issues and barriers they
experience/have experienced as a group and as individuals and any support needs for the future.
The groups who contributed to the mapping process varied greatly and consequently there is not
one united voice for everything. There are, however, clear themes emerging and some interesting
group-specific notable feedback. To identify the feedback as a significant recurring ‘theme’, it must
have been stated by at least 20% of the groups involved.

Funding
Additional funding was identified as a primary need by 59% of groups with that figure
increasing to 75% when speaking to informal community groups.
For many of the informal community groups, additional low-level funding support of less than
£1000 per annum would be sufficient to meet their primary costs which were consistently identified
as:






Materials and equipment for activities and events
Venue hire for activities and events
Skills-building and training
Language help (with both English and native languages) and interpretation
Transport

All charities identified they require larger funds to support core costs such as:




Current staff
The employment of new/additional staff
A permanent office space or community centre
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Events The filming process highlighted the genuine enthusiasm and call for future
community events which share and celebrate culture. A total of 14 people from 9
different nationalities/heritages were interviewed on camera with 86% choosing to speak
about the positive experiences associated with these events and/or giving a direct call for more
events, support from councils for the events and/or help with funding to facilitate events.

“Events that allow people to
get together from diverse
backgrounds, such as
Taunton Together, really
make Somerset a stronger
place because we recognise
there are more similarities
than differences” - Avtar

“From talking to people I
realised there were quite a
few people from different
countries and communities
out there but there were
somehow hidden so today
was a chance to bring them
all together.” - Azeema

“Events like this are very
important for the
community. It’s because it
challenges the
stereotypes…….By doing
events like this we will
change this town and
hopefully even the whole
county” - Michal

“I would like to say to all
communities…keep
doing activities like that
because that is the way to
improve as a person and
as a community” - Laura

In addition to this, 51% of all groups noted events as a priority; the need for more events, funding
for events and facilitation of events were consistently mentioned.
Benefits of the events identified by communities themselves:






Bringing people together, including people from cultures which may otherwise be “somehow
hidden”
A visible and safe platform to share and celebrate culture and learn about other cultures
Allowing people to feel “safe and welcome into the British culture”
Enabling individuals to feel “self-fulfilled and empowered in their community”.
Challenging stereotypes and enabling people from rural communities to be “exposed to and
educated around the wider world”.
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A central point of contact for information and support
It is largely recognised by public bodies, organisations and the local BME communities
that the closure of SREC in 2013 left a void in regards to centralised support for BME
communities in Somerset.
The necessity for some form of centralisation of information, contacts and support was repeatedly
voiced with 49% of groups stating they would like a central point of contact and/or a mechanism
for communication. This also includes groups who were not predominantly formed of BME
communities but provide/would like to provide further support.
Anecdotal evidence suggests that accessing information in Somerset which may support the
sharing of culture and the ease of integration is not readily available for BME communities.
It is also prohibitive for organisations who, although may not be predominantly of BME heritage,
would like to support BME communities who stated that finding, accessing and engaging
communities was difficult with no network and/or centralised point of information in the county.
A concern was also voiced by several groups about the consistency and long term sustainability of
any such provision, a concern which may stem from the closure of SREC and/or the lack of any
long term provision in the county.

Capacity building
The evidence suggests that additional support for groups is very much needed with 46%
stating they require support of some sort. Furthermore, as noted previously, with the
provision being largely reliant on informal groups and charities, capacity building could be a great
mechanism to develop the provision. Naturally, informal groups and volunteers may not have the
skills, time or resources to provide the level of support they feel is necessary or to enable the
group to expand. Charities also stated similar requirements.
Capacity building requirements were identified as:




Help with how to source funding and how to write bids
Help with how to become a registered
charity and the bureaucracy involved
Training volunteers or staff

Language
Barriers and support with language
was stated as a requirement in
various forms by 28% of groups. Issues and
support required stated were:






Developing English language skills to
facilitate integration and/or the
development of the group
Help with interpretation, translation and
sourcing appropriate
interpreters/translators
Preserving native languages and
sourcing teachers for native languages
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“When I moved to Somerset it was
difficult to find a central point of
information for cultural/diversity
events or groups. We still are a little
vague about what and who is out
there, and often stumble across
groups at Arts events, or sometimes
after an event has passed when we
see it reported in the local newspaper
and we missed it… I am not aware of
a resource in Somerset where I could
volunteer my skills so that others are
aware. It is all word of mouth.” Avtar

Hate Crime
Hate Crime was mentioned by 21% of groups as an issue and/or a subject that needs
additional support. They stated that:




They have experienced hate crime, predominantly verbal abuse and vandalism
There is a need to raise awareness about hate crime within BME communities and how to
report it.
There is a lack of trust that action will be taken if hate crime is reported.

Other notable feedback
In additional to the clear themes described above, the below were stated multiple times
as issues or support needs (although not by a significant number of groups):





Help with cultural integration (stated by a notable 18% of groups)
The need for a more permanent venue, centre, office or base
Transport for events/activities or when providing support services; prohibitive costs of
learning how to drive and the lack of public transport services across the county.
Access to cultural or religion-specific facilities such as mosques, temples, burial grounds
and food
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Conclusions
The evidence gathered from the first phase of the Somerset Diverse Communities project
identified the following support requirements for BME communities in Somerset:











Additional funding to support activities
Events to share, celebrate and learn
A central point of contact and information within the county
Capacity building – training to build skills, how to apply for funding, formalising groups
Language help with English and other native languages
Hate Crime – incidents, awareness and how to report, lack of trust in reporting process
Cultural integration – cultural norms, legal issues and pride in culture
A more permanent venue/base/office
Transport – lack of public transport and prohibitive costs of private transport
Access to cultural facilities and materials

Funding has been secured for the next phase of Somerset Diverse Communities. We now plan to
work with communities in 2018 to provide the following support:







Events to share, celebrate and learn - support and funding for community events
A central point of contact and information within the county; develop layers of
communication and networking between BME communities in Somerset aiming to facilitate
a long term and sustainable point of information/communication mechanism. This may
include; media projects, events, social media, engagement with public bodies. The BME
Community Engagement Worker will continue to make contact with BME groups and
maintain a central point of information about groups in the county.
Capacity building – training to build skills, how to apply for funding, formalising groups;
assistance with capacity building and representation through the BME Community
Engagement Worker, training and other resources.
Additional funding to support activities; continuation of the small grants scheme to provide
financial assistance to groups and facilitate funding applications to other funders. We will
seek to secure long term funding for Somerset Diverse Communities beyond the work
planned for 2018/19.
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Summary
Somerset Diverse Communities has worked towards overcoming the identified gap in provision for
BME communities in Somerset. The positive response from communities allowed connections to
be made with 39 groups along with many more individuals in a short period of time. The
collaborative approach enabled the communities themselves to identify issues affecting them and
their support requirements. This feedback has been successfully collated to produce an initial
findings evidence base which will now be shared countywide. Information of this kind, to quantify
the issues and support needs faced by BME communities in Somerset, was not previously
available and had been identified by both funders and groups as a much-needed resource. The
information will now be accessible to any group wishing to evidence a funding application to
support BME communities in Somerset.
The initial findings have identified some clear themes emerging from community groups in regards
to issues/barriers and support required. Funding, information and communication, capacity
building, events, language and hate crime came through strongly with some additional notable
considerations such as cultural integration, transport and access to cultural facilities. However,
Somerset Diverse Communities recognises the limitations of the evidence and the need for further
work with hard to reach BME communities to gain a deeper insight.
Community members participated in the ‘voice through media’ project to create a valuable archive
of high quality videos and images. This archive has been shared and hopes to raise the visibility of
BME communities in a positive and creative way through digital media. The community events,
driven and organised by communities, also gained positive media coverage but more importantly
built new relationships in Somerset and great enthusiasm for future events that share and
celebrate culture. Groups were further supported through the grants fund which enabled other
smaller activities to take place and much needed materials for the groups.
All community events and activities funded or supported received overwhelmingly positive
feedback (from BME and non-BME participants/attendees) and the evidence suggests these
events and activities are a priority for many people. There are many people of BME heritage
volunteering to share and preserve their culture and to organise events to bring communities
together. Yet initial findings also suggest BME community groups are divorced from statutory
bodies and their engagement mechanisms which raises the question about how ‘softer’ and more
social engagement mechanisms, such as events, could be harnessed by public bodies and
support organisations to engage with the wider BME community.
Somerset Diverse Communities has secured funding to continue working with BME communities
in Somerset. The plans for 2018 are to work with groups focussing on the following
issues/requirements identified by the communities; events, communication and engagement
mechanisms, capacity building and funding.
Building on the initial positivity generated by conversations, activities and support, we will aim to
continue facilitating the increased visibility of BME communities in Somerset, helping to build
unified and connected communities with long term support mechanisms. Plans for future activities
are already being keenly pursued by community groups and we will support this enthusiasm by
facilitating the development and long term sustainability of BME community groups in Somerset.
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Project Funders
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